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Teknion Wood exemplifies the concept of quality and the practice of precision 
craftsmanship.  Made of solid hardwoods and fine, hand-matched veneers, each 
series within the collection offers the distinction of wood that has been shaped and 
detailed with exacting care to enhance its beauty and warmth. Teknion Wood offers 
a wide selection of furniture products that create elegant, dynamic work spaces in 
the private office, open plan, reception area and conference room.  Custom designs 
tailored to the corporate image or individual requirements are also available.

Teknion Wood key attributes:
• An extensive product line comprises modern and transitional designs to 

furniture with a more formal and traditional quality. 
• A diverse product line fulfills the needs of different spaces, planning strategies 

and management levels, as well as budgetary guidelines.  
• Using only the finest woods and veneers, Teknion Wood offers a range of 

species and rich finishes, along with a choice of edge styles and hardware 
finishes and styles. 

• Full custom capability allows for solutions that respond to specific needs. 
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Bringing sit/stand functionality into the 
private office, Teknion Wood responds to 
the ways that people work today. The clean, 
contemporary aesthetic seamlessly incorporates 

both height adjustment and technology 
support, addressing immediate and evolving 
work needs. 

volterra height adjustable desk

range: 29” - 45” high, fully functional pedestal
U-edge, routed finger pulls, American Walnut Flintwood (5Z)



volterra  
Layered planning style with custom wall unit
U-edge, routed finger pulls, Medium Walnut (WP)
Silver Glimmer legs, Contessa task chair

manufacturing processes to offer the 
precision and flexibility required to satisfy 
stringent project specifications.

Teknion Wood adapts to project criteria with 
scalable components that fulfill a variety of 
planning scenarios.  At the same, traditional 
craftsmanship is integrated with advanced 
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to both aesthetic and functional needs, 
augmented by elegant Teknion seating in a 
spectrum of styles. 

The reception area acts as an emblem of a 
company’s brand.  Teknion Wood offers classic, 
modern and custom reception desks that speak 
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reception collection  
Curved reception, tempered glass counter
Special aluminum laminate base
U-edge, Medium Walnut (WP)
Tux lounge seating, Sabrina task chair



foundations  
Medium Walnut (WP)
Silver Glimmer frame legs and pulls
Sabrina task chair, Tux lounge seating
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Teknion Wood brings warmth and 
richness to open plan settings, enhancing 
the experience of people at work while 
effectively addressing personal work needs, 
managing technology and providing access 
to storage and files. 

Each piece is thoughtfully designed and 
expertly assembled and finished.  Exacting 
methods ensure tight joints, uniform color 
and consistent finish application.  Finishes 
are applied to the backs of major pieces with 
the same care as to fronts and sides of the 
furniture. 
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foundations  
Medium Walnut (WP)
Silver Glimmer frame legs and pulls
Sabrina task chair

Create spaces that both welcome and inspire.  
From conference rooms to executive offices and 
in open plan areas, your wood furniture can be 
tailored to function the way you do.  
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foundations 

Medium Walnut (WP), Silver Glimmer base
Sabrina task chair

The more collaborative nature of today’s office 
often requires both large conference rooms 
and more intimate meeting rooms.  Teknion 
Wood provides a wide choice of tables, 
cabinets, technology credenzas and related 

furniture for all types of meeting spaces; 
and for both a single office or dispersed 
corporate sites.  Teknion is structured to 
accommodate client needs. 



korato

American Walnut Flintwood  (5Z)
K16 - edge



inspiring possibilities.
Standard veneers and hardwood solids are hand-selected from sustainable managed forests 

to ensure superior quality and consistency. Choose from a spectrum of wood species and 

veneer cuts to create the desired aesthetic while addressing budget guidelines. Additional 

veneers can be sourced to suit personal preference or the corporate image. 

From design concept to execution and product delivery, Teknion is committed to meeting 

customer needs. 
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PL34PL33 PL65PL64

PL67PL66 PL74PL71

PL82PL75 PLS8PLS7

V10U V27V26

V40V30 V51V50

M2M M4M37

K16M6 K21K18

K29K22 foundationsK30



www.teknion.com

in the usa
350 Fellowship Road
Mt Laurel, New Jersey 
08054 usa
Tel  877.teknion 

877.835.6466
For regional contact information 
go to www.teknion.com
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